**Alliance Française success!**

This year 160 students from Years 4 to 6 competed in the Alliance Française Poetry Recitation Competition. While that has been our tradition at Greythorn for the last 18 years, the amazing news is that 19 of these people were called back to compete in the Finals, receiving the perfect score of 20/20. We heartily congratulate Oscar who gained 3rd Prize in Year 4 and Shayna who won 1st prize in Year 6. What a great result! Here they are from back row to front, left to right: Maria F, Daniella M, Shayna P, Harry F, Sienna A, Tara L, Jamie M (all Year 6), Maddy d’A, Jacques W (Year 5), Denzel S, Veronique D, Joy T, Isabella G, Oscar R, Ewan S, Nick V, Lauren D, Celeste P, Diya S (all Year 4).

**Fun at French Club**

As always, French Club has fielded an enormous and varied number of activities and competitions in 2015. Among these have been a Moustache design workshop, making popstick Eiffel towers and designing the permanent metal signs for The Garden Club’s “jardin potager” – a tightly fought competition won by Jasmine S (Yr 6) & Lauren D (Yr 4).

All of this is due to a very creative and enthusiastic pair of Presidents and their Committee.

Our photo (left) shows them from left to right: Jason W (Yr 4), Jasmine S & Sara F (Yr 6 Co-Presidents), Mme. Sally Holt, Maddy d’A (Yr 5), Jet C (Yr 3).